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KEY FINDINGS

MIGRANTS

- At least 641,398 migrants
- > 39 nationalities

NATIONALITIES

- Niger: 21%
- Egypt: 15%
- Chad: 15%
- Sudan: 11%
- Nigeria: 9%

SHELTER TYPE

- Informal camp/setting: 57%
- Work place: 8%
- Rented accommodation (paid by others): 10%
- Rented accommodation (paid by employer): 12%
- Abandoned buildings: 2%
- Other: 5%
- Schools/Public buildings: 1%

TOP 3 REGIONS (% of migrants)

- Tripoli: 20%
- Ejdabia: 11%
- Murzuq: 9%

TOP 3 REGIONS OF ORIGIN (% of migrants)

- Sub-Saharan African: 65%
- North African: 29%
- Asian & Middle Eastern: 6%

MIGRANTS PRESENT IN

- Top 3 regions of origin: 65%
- Top 3 regions: 20%
- Ejdabia: 11%
- Murzuq: 9%

- 100% of municipalities

- 100% coverage

KEY FINDINGS

- Informal camp/setting: 57%
- Work place: 8%
- Rented accommodation (paid by others): 10%
- Rented accommodation (paid by employer): 12%
- Abandoned buildings: 2%
- Other: 5%
- Schools/Public buildings: 1%

KEY INFORMANTS

- 2,195 key informants
- 94% of men
- 6% of women
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- Murzuq: 9%

TOP 3 REGIONS OF ORIGIN
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